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CHAPTEa I 
INTRODUCTION 
I 
INTRDDUCTION 
It is the never-ending task of Christian scholarship to :Lnter-
pret the sacred Scriptures in the light of an increasing 1mderstanding 
of the situation contemporar-.r to their writing. 'l'he task is a.tte.npted 
anet'i in each generation, and no sing;Le pron01mcement upon a. given 
book is accepted as final. The men of each generation desire also to 
interpret the Scriptures so that they speak relevantly to their own 
day. Such is the task of this study. 
I. THE 
This study does not attempt to to a newly discovered 
problem. It merely asserts a fresh, meaningful, and some\vhat original 
approach to the problem of i'rhat it is that God 1·rould reveal to the 
men of this day through his 1vr:ttten ~'lord, the Bible. This study 
deals 1:r.l.th that problem vrlth reference to the First Epistle of John, 
in terms of an inductive investigation of the Epistle. The pr:l.mary 
aim of the study 1:ras to determine the central thrust and the overall 
meaning of this Epistle. 
II • PROBIJilvf JUSTIFIED 
11any have taken in hand the task of interpreting John 1 s F.i.rst 
Epistle. The 1;.rr:tter of this study does not presume to surpass these 
studies, but seeks simply to approa.ch the same problem from different 
directions. It is al1~ays proper, in the light of the inexhaustible 
nature of Scriptural material, and in vi.e1-1 of its continuous relevance 
to changing contemporary situations, to apply ne-vr interpretative 
procedures to the B:tble. 
The three approaches incorporated in this study consist of 
three distinct inductive considerations. The first approach is that 
of an e~~austive analysis, based upon the gra~~atical thought units 
of the Epistle. The second approach is a more specific study of the 
crucial vrords, based so.'TI.e-vrha,t upon the results of the first approach. 
The third approach is a direct study of the occasion and purpose of 
the 1•rdting of the Epistle, based upon assumptions developed from the 
first tvro approaches. These three approaches differ from all other 
available stud:tes of the particular Epistle under consideration. 
III. LIHITATIONS OF THE STUDY 
A comprehensive :interpretation of the First Epistle of John 
would contain a survey of its interpretation through the centur-ies of 
Christian history. Such a survey lies beyond the scope of this study. 
The method of interpretation upon vihich the inductive interpretations 
i'rere built ·uas the historico-gram.JJ:la.tical method, 1;Jh.i.ch considers the 
wnrds and phrases in their natural, litere>..l sense and in their context 
in history. No other basis for interpretation is considered. 
Nor was this study intended to be an exhaustive commentary on 
the contents of the Epistle. vrords and phrases, both diff:Lcu.lt 
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and elementary meaning, v:ere left undiscussed. The study endeavored 
to scan the heart of the Eptst1e. It is not, therefore, a verse by 
verse examination of the data. Hc:my perplexing problans 1-rere dealt 
't·rlth superfic:Lally, if at all, as considered not to be pertinent to 
the ma,ior meaning of the Epistle. 
IV. ASSUHPTIONS OF 'l'HE ST'JDY 
Several assumptions must be made in a study of this type. The 
inspiration of the Ep:j.stle and its right to a position in the corpus 
of Christian Scripture vias not questioned. Nor vlere the genuineness, 
authenticity, and integrity of the stle doubted. There appeared 
to be no legitimate reason to question the trad:it:Lonal view·s relative 
to these considerations. 
The right of private judgment in the interpretation of the 
Scriptures was assumed. \'lith reference to the text, no exhaustive 
study of the manuscript evidence ,,ras felt necessary. The most recent 
Nestle TeJ\.-t (1953) -vms considered to be as near the original au-to-
graph as necessary. 
V. STATNvlJENT OF SOliRCES 
The pri.Jnary source for all three approaches 1v-as the stle 
itself. The Novmn Testamentum Graece, edited by Eberhard Nestle, ,,;as 
used for study in the original Bible language. The American Sta..11d.ard 
Version of the Bible provided facili·ty for thinking through the 
mater:Lal in the mother tongue. 
Commentaries provld.ed principles of interpretation as well as 
suggestions for procedure. Observations and conclusions viere drawn 
independently of them, and later I·Ieighed against them for justifi-
cation and, in cert,a:i..n cases, clarity of phraseology·. Those vihich 
itiere especially helpful 't'rere i'·lestcott t s vol1nne on ~ Epistles of 
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st. John and Fell ovrshiE in the Life Eternal by FL"ldlay. 
The induct:i.. ve analysis largel;r follovred the method devised by 
Daniel Fuller and set forth in his Inductive :filethod of Bible study. 
The exhaustive Concorda.nce to the Greek NevT Testam.ent by Houlton and 
Geden vTas invaluable in connection vr:Lth the \ford-study approach. The 
historical study of false teaching was collated from a number of 
sources, bt1t Jonas' study of TI1e Gnostic Religio~ and the Introduction 
in The Joha1'1P.ine Epj_stles by Dodd \vere pa.rticularly useful. 
VI. OF THE 
Three distinct approaches to John 1 s First Epistle 1:rere made. 
'l'hese made possible the consideration of the material from three 
different v:L61?tpoints. Each of these approaches ·vras based upon an 
inductive procedure. 
Chapter II consists of an inductive analysis of the Epistle. 
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The procedure is e:x:plained as a logicC1~ reconstruction of t.he material, 
beginning vrl.th the complete thought units of the Epistle. Equal 
u..nits vrere related according to particular la:vrs of relationship. 
The larger units 1vere in turn related, extending finally to ·t,he 
several largest equal u..YJ.its, 1'i'nich form the m.a.jor segrnents of the 
Epistle. The results of this exhaustive analysis are presented in 
outline foro. 
Chapter cons:tsts of an inductive ,,rord-study of the stle .. 
The Epistle is approached in terms of the actual Greek 1'fords, princi-
pally the nouns verbs, of vli1Lch it is constructed. vrord vias 
considered in conte::rc, and the more important 1dords 1:rere isolated. 
The results of this consj_derat:i.on are presented 
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the meaning &'1d usages of the crucial arranged in logical groups. 
Chapter rv consists of a topico-inductive 
teachings of the Epistle endeavored to counteract. 
0 f certcdn UCv<HU''-' 
the occasion of the Epistle to be the 
of the church "G>TIO sought to take others 
It a.SS1.:L'1ted purpose of the to be a reaffin1mtion of the 
believer r s fello;,rship and a fortification of his faith in fa.ce of 
the teaching. of false 
fro:n "Vrithin the itself and in comparison to historical state-
:i..mplice.tions predominantly positive teachings of 
the Epistle for opposing false teaching -vrere considered. The results 
of this study are recorded in form.. 
Each of the three studies approached the material induct:tvely, 
or vr:Lth reference to particulars. The endeavor vm.s to the 
general of the 1·1hole from a thorough study of the particulars. 
A brief sumnJe.ry appears the conclusion of each s·cudy, setting 
forth the major findings of that particular approach. The conclud:Lng 
chapter brings together the insights prov:ided by each of the three 
approaches to the Epistle. 
OF THE EPISTLE 
INDUC..'TIVE li.NALYSIS OF EPISTLE 
In order to make a useft:U study of a bib~i.cal book, it is 
necessary at the outset to deterrnine the structure of the book as 
a means of the purpose :Ln the of the vrriter and 
the meaning ~rrhich he intended. .An exhaust;ive of John's 
Epistle "Y;vas developed, based upon an intense inductive of 
the mater:Lal. This 
Ep:Lstle, and 
the author's 
to light the central thrust of the 
ed further approaches to an understanding of 
Follm·r:Lng an e:x:planation of the method employed, this chap-
ter considers the analysis of the Epistle. Br-ief observations 
upon the purpose and meaning of the Epistle conclude the chapter. 
I. r;lliT'rlOD OF 
The method used in the interpretation of the First Epistle 
of John -vms the inductive method. Induction is the 11act or process 
of reasoning from a to a. v!lole, from particulars to generals, 
or from the individual to the un:iversal. 111 Applied to the study of 
the Bible, induction beg:ins vtith the particulars of a book, its Viords, 
and proceeds to the generals, the concepts conveyed by the author by 
the sequence vJhich the >·fords a.re cast. 
The procedure begins vr.Lth the laying out of every word of 
the book to be studied, c-r.Lth no regard for any editorial additions, 
such as verse and pa.ragraph div-isions, or even punctuation. These 
sm.allest part,icu.lars are then grouped, by means of s:vntactical 
considerations, into thought units, or graxr.rnatically complete 
sentences. These thought 1mits fo:t'ln the basic particulars 1;d.th 
rlhich one 'tvorks to determine the structure of the Bible book.l 
Beginning vr:l.th the thought units of a particular book, cer-
tain definite relationsh:1:ps are sought, the thought tLnits a.re 
rela.ted according to 1a1,rs of proportion. Any t1·ro equal, consecutive 
thoughts combine to fonn a thought unit, 1·1h:Lch in turn is 
related to the thought u_nit to vrh:Lch it is equal. Occasionally, 
more than ·hro thought un:i.ts are clearly equ.al, and all combine to 
fonn a single unit. In th:L s vray, larger and larger relation-
ships are d.i.scovered, the largest of 1:rh:Lch become the major divisions 
of the book. 
The procedure be illustrated by applying :lt to a. 
from John r s spel, found in chapter three and verses tuenty-nine 
and thirty. The first part.iculars i\fu:i.ch confront the reader are: 
he that hath the bride the bridegroom but the 
friend of the bridegroom tha.t standeth and heareth 
him rejoiceth greatly because of the bridegroom 1 s 
voice this my joy therefore is made full he must 
increase but I must decrease 
lDan:i.el P. Fuller, The Lr:tductive Hethod of ~ Studv, 
pp. I:i3,9. 
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Here are forty particulars, made up of brenty-e:Lght different verbal 
symbols. They can be coalesced into five thought lmits as follow·s: 
a. He that hath the bride is the bridegroom., 
b. But the friend of the bridegroom that standeth and hea.reth 
him rejoiceth greatly because of the bridegroom r s voice. 
c. This my joy is therefore made full. 
d. He must increase. 
e. But I must decrease. 
These five thought units, .each a graJ:nmaticc>.lly complete 
sentence, foxm the particu.la.rs of the inductive procedure. The next 
is to relate them, follm·Iing certain well-defined patterns of 
relationship. At the outset, it is observed that a is equal to b, 
and that b reverses the thought a has e'.Apressed. That is, 
although the bridegroom :Ls the one with reason to be happy, h:Ls 
friend is not by contrast unhappy, but is as w·ell, by reason 
of the bridegroom's joyous voice. In a s:i.milar •·ray, d and e are 
seen to be equal, vr.ith e reversing the thought of d. The connective 
particle Hbut11 indicates ·this reversal of thoug..ht. 
Analyzing the u.TJ.its further, it is discovered that d-e serves 
to explain and substantiate c, and therefore that c is equal to d-e. 
There a.re noi·: t"vro larger units, a-b and c-d-e. It is further noticed 
that a-b states s;ymbolica.lly a. principle ¥rhich is given a practical 
application i.11 C.-d-e. Therefore, these t1io larger units are also 
equal. A glance at the context discloses that John the Baptist is 
explaining to his disciples i'rhy he is not jealous, but rather is 
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happ3r, that Jesus is hav.tng greater success tha11 he himself is having. 
Having thus arrived at the relat:lonships involved in the 
passage, the constituent elenents be set forth in outline form.l 
11 Jolm sets forth a principle by means of an example, a,b. 
21 br:tdegroom is the one 1·r.Lth a reason for joy, a. 
22 But the friend has joy because of the br-idegroom's rejoicing, b., 
12 John applies the principle to his s:Ltuat:i.on 1'rlth Jes11.s, c-e. 
2l John declares that his own joy is cOJilplete, c. 
22 John ex:ple.ins that joy ses from ,Jesus 1 a.scendency, d, e. 
31 Jesus must e.ssume greater of 1·iho he :ts, d. 
introduces Jesus must assume less :i.mpo1?t.:mce, e. 2 
to be obser-ved the major headings of the outl:Lne 
do not represent generalizations upon the portion 
by subjective bias of the interpreter. Rather, ea.ch 
represents the fruit of a laborious consideration 
of the particulars. It is this method of inducti·ve Hh:ich 
1-'TB.s applied to the l.SS thought units of the ' .... Epistle of Jorm • .J 
II. OF 
order to understand the analysis of the Epsitle, the 
mechanics of the outlining Pl'Ocedure must be explained. First, 
the use of mu11bers of superscript numerals is essential to 
lin the actual process of develop:Lng these relat:tonships, 
each thou,_ght 1m:lt is described under an arc, ru1d larger arcs a.re 
used to relate un:Lts. Certain s;ymbols are enclosed 1-rtthin 
the arcs Hhich denote the partic-ular relationships expressed. 
2&'1 e:x:planation of this particular method of outl:Ln:Lng 
:Ln division of the chapter. 
3For many of the principles involved 
C'mthor is grea.tly indebted to the vlork by 
~ Inductive Ivfethod of Bible study. 
in this method, the 
P. ent:itled 
11 
12 
the interpretation of the analysts. For purposes of illustration, 
an apoc:r;)rpha~ book conta:i.ning five thought 1Ln:i..ts has been constructed 
and outlined: 
is a sinner and liable to pun:Lsh'1lent, 1:1-6. 
is a creature involved :i..n sin, 1:1-11 •• 
ha.s been born a sinfi.u race, 1:1,2. 
has committed s:i.nfu~ a.cts, 1:3,4. 
:Ls a creature under God 1 s p1m:Lshment, 1:5,6. 
12 Jesus Christ d:i.ed to release sinners from punishment, 2:1-6. 
2l The fact of Jesus' death is that it vias by cruc:LfiYion, 2:1,2. 
22 The purpose of Jesus I death 1:ras to pardon sinners, 2:3-6. 
Novr the method of numerical outlining can be clearly e-.;,:pla:i.ned. 
The number 11P is alvrays representative of the st sections of 
the book. T:'1e superscript numeral tells 1-Th:Lch of the main sections 
it is, for exarxole, 11 is the first ma:tn section and 12 is the second 
main section. 'lne nu'!lber 112 11 reDresents a subheading 1mder the 
number 111, 11 the number t13 11 under the number "2, tt and so f'orth. 
There are certain la1vs irJh:i.ch govern the subheadj_ngs. T'ney 
must be equal in function as thoup)lt urrits. For example, 31 is 
equal to 32 above, since both posit a regard.:Lng the sin of 
man. addit:Lon, 31 and 32 must exhaust the mater:Lal contained 
in the subheading "2. n In the above example, 2l includes verses 
1-4 of' chapter l. Together, 3l and 32 also :Lnclude these verses. 
This foJ~m-rs in the case of each set of :i.n the outline. 
In most cases, tuo subheadings (rather than three or more) 
vr.Ul comb:i.ne to form a larger unit. E,'Cceptions occur 't·Jhere there 
appears a transit:lonal 1Ln.i.t betHeen b1o major units, or three 
(or more) wits are clearly equal, such as 1v'nere several statements 
d "th f t . 1 t• . 1 are ma e 1<Tl re erence · o a s:mg e n~ng. 
In the construction of the analysis, complete sentences are 
used throughout, since each divls:i..on denotes at least one complete 
thou.ght u.YJ.:it. Tt:ro subhead sentences under a given are 
generally parallel in structure, since the thour,ht patterns repre-
s ented e,re equal. 
OUTLDJ""E 
There are almost as many different outlines of John 1 s Flrst 
stle as there are commentators and expositors. Brooke notes 
that uno anaJ.ysis of the epistle has been generally a.ccepted, 11 a11d 
suggests that the attempt to analyze it should perhaps be abandoned.2 
The stle defies the highly logical type of analysis such as that 
to vrh.i.ch 's ·hrr:Lt:Lngs, for example, submit. 
~·v'ha_t appears, hovrever, to be the up..related reiterations of a 
few broad. themes is actually a ·vrell-developed structure. Barnett 
suggests that John alternates betvreen the ethical idea of obedience 
and the theological concept of Christ, c"rgu.ing for the inseparable 
nature of belief and righteousness) 
On the basis of the author's analysis, it vras felt that the 
main body of the epistle included three cycles of truth. Each cycle 
13 
lFor this numerical outlining procedure, the author is indebted 
to Dr. E. Cochrane of Seattle Pacific College, Seattle, iriash:Lngton. 
2A. Brooke, fl Critical 
Joham~ .§Ei:;;tles, p. :xxx.ii. 
3Albert E. Barnett, The Ne1'r Testament, p. 251. 
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contains two major sections. The first section is ethical, containing 
a part on righteousness and a part on love. 'l'he second section is 
theological, nnd to the content of Chr:Lstia..11 belief .1 These 
three, righteousness, love, and belief, are the key to the structure 
of the stle. In the third and last cycle the three themes are 
broug..h.t together <md their interrelationship is shovm. 
Before considering the complete inductive a.11alysis, it vrould 
be -vrell to point out exactly vJhere the study is going. The ba.sic 
outline is a.11alogous to the traveler's It is not the job of 
the cartographer to include all the geographic particulars on his 
map. He includes only those general elernents 1--.rh:ich vrill adequately 
guide the traveler through the partict1.lars. It is uell to remember, 
ho"!Frever, that it is the particulars themselves vJhich glve rise to 
the generals. 
The basic outli..ne, therefore, includes only those general 
thought units sufficient to guide the reader through the mass of 
particulars. It presupposes kno-vrledge of the particulars :Ls, 
in fact, built up f:rom them. S:L11ce it is merely an outline, and 
not an analysis, sentence units vrlll not be used. Throughout the 
thesis, a.s in th:i.s outline, the versification is that of the 
luner:Lca.n Standard ifers:ton of the Bible. 
lA comparison of the basic outline i~"ith those of Theodor . 
Ha.r:Lng a.<'1.d Robert La1·r, a.s presented by Brooke in his Com;J.wnta.r;;l 
(pp. :x:xxtv-xxx:viii), shovrs a. fairly incidence of correspondance 
H:Lth regard to the major sections. 
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The First Epistle of John 
11 Introduction and statement of purpose, 1:1-4. 
of ';Jrong, 1:5-5:12. 
21 The principles of the Ch:r:Lst:Lan message--general statement, 
1:5-2:2. 
fZ The content of the Christian message--specific statement, 
2:3-5:12. 
31 The Christian standard of behavlor and belief-Cycle I, 
2:3-2:27. 
41 The direct:Lon of the believer's eth:Lcal behavior, 2:3-17 .. 
51 Eth:i.cal beha\r:i.or-the of God's 2:3-5. 
behavior--the proper direction of behavior, 
2:6-17. 
:in regard to 
positive, 2:6-11. 
ssion in ~ighteousness--
in 
2:12-17. 
to the direction of love--negative, 
42 The essentiality of believer's true faith, 2:18'-27. 
32 The Chr:istian st;:mdard of behavior and belief--Cycle 
2:2S-l~:6. 
41 The practtce of believer's 
51 Behavior tn to the practice of righteousness--
nega;tive, 2:2S-3:10a. 
52 Transition betrreen the practices of ~lgr~teousness 
love, 3:10b. 
53 Behavior in to the practice of love--positive, 
3:11-3:24. 
l~2 The believert s true in opposition to false Hitness, 
4:1-6. 
of and belief--Cycle III, 
4:7-5:12. 
1.} Love for the foundation for brotherly love a..11d 
righteous obedience, 4:7-5:3. 
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51 Love for God: of brotherly love, 4:7-l~:l9. 
52 Love for God: basis of obedience to commands, 4: 20-5 :3 • 
h2 True faith: the foundation of a 1.r:i..ctorious life in God, 
5:4-12. 
13 Conclusion and additional statement of purpose, 5:13-21. 
rv. 
The ha.s nO\v prepared for the introduction of the 
exhaustive analysis of ·che f:i.r::.t Epistle of John.. In this analysis, 
subheadings are only out to ten places (L e., 10l, 102), 
although the of Epistle they ,,rent as far as 
sixteen other vmrds, some subheads denominated 11l0n 
represent several units of in the original inductive &ialysis. 
These subheads be noted by use of an (*). 
11 John stle an introductory 
He for the benefit both of the 
hi.P.1self, 1:1-l:l~. 
2l John v.rrites order that his readers fellmrsh:Lp vr.:Lth 
God and Jesus, 1:1-3. 
31 The declaration of the manifested life is made that the reader 
have fellow·ship, l:l-3a. 
fellov;s.hip is God and Jesus, 1:3b. 
22 John vrrites in order that his o1'rn joy might be full, 1:4. 
12 John includes in his epistle the of 
and 1,.rrong, that the child of God 
behave and to believe, 1:5-5:12. 
Christian message of 
knovl hov.r to 
21 John declares the principles of the 
and 't\Tong, 1:5-2:2. 
st:Lan of right 
31 John declares the substance of the message, 1:5a. 
32 The substance of the message is the moral contrast betvreen 
right and 1:5b-2:2. 
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light, and not darlmess, 1:5b,5c. 
John states positively that God is light, 1: 5b. 
52 John states negatively that God excludes darlmess, l:5c. 
4? The believer is to be in light, not in ss, 1:6-2:2. 
51 John states the principle of contrast betvreen a 
a false profession of vJalking in light, 1:6,7. 
61 t·Te lie if 1rre in ss and say that 1-re have 
fellovrship, 1:6. 
62 But vre truly have if ~eve vralk in the light, 1:7. 
71 ~~Je have fellm•rship if 1•re walk in light, 1:7a. 
72 We have of Jesus' blood if -vre :i.n 
light, l:7b .. 
52 John illustrates the contrast betvreen true false in 
terms of the question of sin, 1:8-2:2. 
61 There a right and a vrrong to deal ·hd.th s:Lr1, 1:8,9. 
71 The ,,rrong 1·1ay to deal vrlth sin is to say falsely that 
we don•t have sin, 1:8. 
1ve have no sin, 1:8a. 
82 ~ve fall short of truth if V'Ie vre no s:Ln, 1:8b. 
72 The right \•Jay to deal ''rlth sin is to confess it a..11d 
have God forgive us of it, 1:9. 
62 is a and a true 1vay to handle the commission 
of sin, 1:10-2:2. 
7l It is false to say vie have never committed sin, 1:10. 
81 l'le call God a liar if vJe 
l:lOa. 
w·e have not sinned, 
g2 'de exclude C-od t s v1ord from us if 1:1e say we have 
not sinned, 1: lOb • 
72 It is true that vre need no longer sin and that a 
provision made if 1·re do sin, 2:1,2. 
sl There is the possibility that the readers i'r.Ul 
not sin, 2:la. 
g2 There a provlsJ_on by Jesus in case one 
should sin, 2:lb,2. 
~- Jesus is the advocate for one 1 .. 110 sins, 2:lb. 
92 Jesus is propitiation for all sins, 2:2. 
22 John declares the content of the Christian message of right and 
'Vrrong in terms of behavior and belief, 2:3-5:12. 
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31 John sets forth the Christian standard of behavior and belief-
Cycle I, 2:3-2:27. 
41 The believer's behavior is directed into righteousness and 
love as he obeys C10d 1 s commands, 2:3-17. 
51 Generally, ethical behavior rests on God's 
comnands, 2:3-5. 
61 Our lmovrledge of God and relationship to depend 
upon keeping His cowJ~ands, 2:3-5a. 
71 God 1 s commands assures us that i'<~e have knov-m 
God, 2:3. 
72 God 1 s commands is the prerequisite for His 
abiding us, 2:4,5a. 
g1 Falsehood abides in the one 1,mo 
C'.red 1 s commands, 2:4. 
to 
~He is a God and breaks 
not one ivho claims to God 
breaks His connnands, 2:4b. 
g2 But God r s love abides the one w'no keeps His 
2:5a. 
') 
6""- Therefore 't<Te that ve are related to God, 2:5b. 
52 Spec:lfically, ethical behavior is characterized by 
progression in righteousness and a proper direction 
of love) 2:6-17. 
'-'V"'u""'u" s po vely in regard to 
righteousness, 2:6-11. 
71 One 1,/ho is related to C'z0d should 
fashion, 2:6. 
iil 
in a Godly 
72 The precept to walk in a C'.redly fashion is both an 
old a nEnv command, 2:7-11. 
19 
sl Jolm 1·ITites a 11h:Lch is old, .... ].u has 
been heard from 2:7. 
91 John directs an old command to his 2: 7b. 
lol I\fo nmr "'·"'""'~''" is being ivTitten, 2:?a. 
102 old 
directed command has been 
2:7c. 
the begin-
g2 John vrrites a since it :i.s 
novr fulf:Llled in his readers, 2:8-11. 
~ John the hopeful fulfilling of the nei'r 
conu':rl.and, 2:8. 
cf2 John shm,rs 
the 
.,,..,"~"'.,_.,,,. plight of one who hates and 
cond:it:i.on of one 1t1ho loves, 2: 
1ol One 1·iho darkness, no matter 
he professes, 2:9. 
*lo2 The contrast is shovm one 
and one viho hates, 2:10,11. 
62 John commands 
2:12-1?. 
to the direction 
71 John sta.tes a 
st.ature 
John reassures his readers of their in 
a present tense statesment, 2: 12-13b. 
91 John are 
s to the because knoH 
Jesus, 2:13a. 
q3 
/ John to men because they 
overcome the evil one, 2:13b. 
John reassures readers of their in 
a tense stat~1ent, 2:13c,l4. 
John vl!'ote to the because they lmovr 
the 2:13c. 
they knovr 
v1r0te to young men of 
strength, 2: U.b. 
?2 John U.'-'''"'-'-C'-.1. the direction 1 love 
should not be the 2:15-17. 
One should not love the 1-'Torld, s:Lnce he camrot 
both and the -vrorld, 2:15,16. 
are told not to love the 2:15a. 
lol 
are told that they cannot love 
God and 2 16. 
f~ther's love cannot 
the ~>torld, 2:15b. 
one vJho 
of the 1vorld is not of the 
2:16. 
The follm·.rer of God, not 
abide, 2:17. 
follo~>rer of the 1·rorld, 
its lusts vi:i.ll pass 2:17a. 
92 The one 1iJho 
2:17b. 
God's 1dll not 
I? True belief is to a God, 2:1/J-27. 
falsehood concerning Chri excludes one 
abicling Christ, 2:18-2'7b. 
61 The truth of Christ those related to together 
and excludes others, 2:18-25. 
is the last 
that 
have proved 
us, 2:1S,l9. 
gl lrle 
~The 
it is the last hour because of the rl 
of antichrists, 2:1S. 
of ant:tchr:Lsts affhms that 
the last hour, 2:1Sa,l8b. 
Iol The statement is 
hour, 2:1Sa. 
that it the last 
is confirmed by the 
antichrists, 2:1Sb. 
of 
92 Therefore, 1ve knov-r it is the last hour, 2:18c. 
is 
:i.s ~Av~~,1~·~ in that 
that they did have proved 
us, 2:19. 
did not us, 2:19a,19b. 
101 Certain people a1vay from us, 2:19a. 
102 not belong u.s, 2:19b. 
us vras 
us, 2:19c,l9d. 
us 
1o2 But did not belong 
2:19d. 
God 
"tdth us '>Then 
us, e.S a result of the truth 
Christ, 2:20-25. 
have 
truth, 2:20,21. 
and to 
21 
o1 
/ readers have 2:20. 
101 from the 
of 
2:21. 
2:20b. 
as a resuJ:t. of a 
to the of 2: 
se are those viho 
not those i;·rho deny, 2:22,23. 
~~101 One Christ :is 
ss the 
2:22,23a. 
1o2 One vrho confesses is Christ 
possesses the father, 2:23b. 
have 
not 
t.ho se 'l'ino are 
:Ln 2:2'(c. 
32 John sets 
belief--Cycle 
the 
to be 
22 
2:27a. 
2: 
truth are 
of 
l~1 believer's behavlor centers pract:ice of righteous-
ness 2:2S-3:2l;.. 
62 The readers 
their 
the ce of 
to 
, 
7 ..... John can be knovm by 
of righteousness, 2:29-3:9. 
The of 
2:29. 
to is 
seen 
to God 
C':rad, 3:1-9. 
the contrast of those 
sho1,rs 
ness 
and negat:L ve 
to God, 3 
1i-lol One 1·1ho is related to God 
3:1-3. 
Johr1 shm,rs 
vJho 
is related to God cannot 
to 
one 
reader should not 
one 
that one 1·1ho 
3:7b-9. 
the children of 
devil are knovrn, 3 :lOa. 
righteousness he 
same 3:10b. 
he 
does 
God's 
and of the 
short of 
are of the 
in to practice of love, 
3:11-3:24. 
61 John exhorts 
3:11-18. 
to love other in a 
each other, 
J:ll. 
should be ex-
t s h.atred_, 3:12-18. 
gl Because 'l're have the 
vre love each other, 3:12-15. 
91 The vrorld t s 
life, 
1o2 Therefore, a 
of us 
,13. 
a 
the ;,ror ld r s hatred of 
love 
3:lh, 
ea.ch 
• 
a 
us, although 
not mar-vel 
lol 'I'he test of from to life 
is love for our brothers, 3 :14a. 
->~1o2 One 1vho refuses to love has not 
death to 3:14b,l5. 
Therefore our love 
of our 
from 
by a sharing 
3:16-18. 
9l Love is 
brothers, 
d01'111 our lives for 
101 love is seen 
life, 3: 
1s act of 
23 
102 Therefore, 1:re should lay dovm our lives for 
our brothers, 3:16b. 
love is expressed in material c:J.d to a needy 
neif"J'lbor, 3:17,18. 
lol of love is in refusal to help 
a needy neighbor, 3:17. 
102 'fherefore, vre ought to love :L'1 a 
3:18. 
62 John's ErJ"J10rtation is based on the knmvledge of the 
readers that they are Christians, 3 :19-2h. 
71 He are certain of our rela.tionsh:ip to God by our 
ob.}ective knm·rledge of s truth and greatness, 
3:19,20. 
gl 1:-le knovl' vre are of the truth, 3 :l9a. 
82 He assure our hearts before God, since God is 
greater than our hearts, 3:19b,20. 
certain of our relationship to God 
subjective 1·.'itness of our hearts and 
Sp:Lr:i. t, 3 :2l-2L~. 
the 
of His 
gl ~1je have boldness before God vrhen our hearts ·N:itness 
that we H:i.s commands, 3:21-23. 
~ Negatively, He have boldness before God if our 
hearts don't condemn us, 3:21. 
92 Positively, '!le have boldness before God if vre 
obey h:i.s com.111ands to believe and love, 
3:22,23. 
10l 1;\[e receive vrhat 't'i'e ask :if vre keep God' s 
com.rnancls, 3 :22. 
1o2 The content of God 1 s command is to believe 
and love, 3:23. 
s2 1tJ'e lmo't>r God a,bides 1;Jhen the Spirit vr.Ltnesses that 
vJe keep His commands, 3:24. 
91 The cond:i. tion of God's abiding is keeping of His 
commands, 3:2l~a,24b. 
1ol One abides in God if he obeys God 1 s commands, 
3:24a. 
:in the man v.rho obeys His conunonds, 
3 :21~b. 
92 The proof of 1 s ab:Ld:Lng is the 'di.tness of His 
3 :2lr.c. 
42 The beii.ever 1 s belief is true as opposed to the 1·r.Ltness of 
false snirits, 4:1-6. 
51 The readers are to 
4:1. 
false f:t"'m true spirit 
61 The readers are not to believe every sp:Lr:it, J4 :1a. 
62 er, are to the spirits, since 
61 The 
they are false spir:Lts, 4:1b. 
distinction 
4:2-6. 
true and false 
of God in distinction to 
false spirits, le:2,3. 
can C'tOd t s 
72 readers knoir! the different confessions of God 1 s 
Spirit and ant:ichr:ists, 4:2b,3. 
Bl The Spirit v~1o confesses that 
is from God, 4:2b. 
came in the 
s2 The spirit 'V'Iho Jesus is ant:Lchri.st, and 
comes not from God, 4:3. 
t 'ilho does not confess Jesus does not 
belong to God, 4 :3a. 
spirit is st, 1:l11o is pre sent, l:.: 3b • 
0/
2 T11e re::;,a·e~_s lmo1'r God 1· t• t• t .j.h f ~ , _ . ClS lnc lOn o v e errors o 
the -vrorld, 4:1~-6. 
71 The readers 
4:4. 
readers 
to God have overcome the vforld, 
to God, 4:4a. 
s2 Therefore, the readers have overcome the \iiOrld, 4:4b. 
72 Further, they knovr the contrast bet1rreen truth a.'t'ld 
error, 1~:5,6. 
25 
The 1'i"orld hears those belong to the \vorld, but 
God's people hear those who belong to God, 
lr.:5-6c. 
91 Certain ones belong to the l·rorld 
the 1vorld, 4:5. 
are hea.rd by 
~<-101 Certain ones speak to the v.rorld to vJhich they 
belong, 4:5a,5b. 
26 
102 ones are listened to by the ;·Iorld, 4: 5c. 
92 Ive belong to 
4:6a-6c. 
are heard by 's people, 
101 ~ve belong to God, 4:6a. 
~k1o2 He are heard by God's people rather than by 
those v,'ho do not to Him, l1-:6b_,6c. 
82 In this v,ray 1ve recognize the truth of God and the 
error of the 1..rorld, 4:6d. 
33 John forth the Christian standard of behavior 
belief--Cycle III, 4:7-5:12. 
41 love for God issues in brotherly love 
obedience, 4:7-5:3. 
righteous 
51 One's love for God issues in love for one's brother, 4:7-19. 
61 John shoi'rs spec:i.fically 1-re should love in vleli of 
our experience of God 1 s love, 4:7-18. 
71 John e:J<pla:Lns in various '\trays 1·rhy vfe should love, 
4:7-12. 
gl 11e should love, since our knoviledge of includes 
love, /+:7-Sa.. 
91 John exhorts his readers to love each other, 4:7a. 
~ John e:Arplains that love the kno'l:rledge of God 
go together, 4:7b-8a. 
1ol Our love for others comes from God, 4:7b. 
-><-lo2 Nhe·t.her we love or not 
kno'lrrledge of C-od, 
upon our 
i2 l!le should love, since God loved us and is seen :Ln 
us by our love, 4:8b-12. 
~ b'Te should love, since God loved us, '-~:Sb-11. 
1~1ol God's love for us seen by a consideration 
nature 
1~:8b-10., 
in sending 
1o2 That "ite love a consider-
92 God, unseen huuan eye, is seen in the life of 
one 1·,i1o loves, 4:12. 
lol is never seen by a man, 4:12a. 
102 God is seen in the man loves, 4:12b. 
72 John means by vih:Lch vre come to knmv 
love, 4:13-18. 
~·Je have experienced a to 
His 4:13. 
have 
101 The 
1 s love 
I.J,:l4-18. 
fact of 
4:11~,15 .. 
the sending 
1 s sending 
it clear that God has sent 
a 4:14. 
~<-lo2 Confession of Jesus a.s God's Son 
abiding, 4:15. 
92 ~·le have experienced the fact of C-od's love 
- in us, 4:16-18. 
lol states the fact of God 1 s love 
the 
us, 4:16b-18. 
of 1 s love 1dthin 
that 1ve do 
•s love, 
because of our 
4:19. 
observance of His coiTlln<:mds, 
to love for God 1 s children, 
must love others, as 
20,21. 
s his brother 
has given 
4:20. 
27 
is a liar vil.1o clai.'lls to love 
his brother, 4:20a. 
He 
one v'iho loves 
God ha.s 
91 Love 
92 Further, 
is the 
an unseen -v.fno 
4:20b. 
love his 
are 
of a v:tctorious life in 
begotten of God overcomes the 
the 
for so 
5:3b. 
5:4-12. 
it po to overcome the vrorld, 
it is 
72 Specincally, is 
the irrorld, 5:5. 
of the 
5:6-12. 
God 1 s 
5:6-11. 
overcomes 
ch overcomes 
the of God 
to s 
28 
71 God t s three-fold i"i:Ltness to Jesus 
ordinary requ..i.rement s, 5:6-9. 
beyond man 1 s 
Three >vitnesses agree in their i·ritness to Jesus, 
5:6-cs. 
91 Three irri.tnesses offer IH:itness to Jesus, 5:6-Ba. 
1l-10l The three i;fLtnesses are exnla..i..ned as the 
, the a~d the blood, 5:6,7. 
102 The three v.ritnesses are a fact, 5:£Sa. 
g2 God 1 s to His Son therefore 
man 1 s requirements, 
1 s w:i.tness is greater 1 s requirements, 
5: (cf. 2 Corinthians 13:1). 
92 C-od 1 s 1rr.L tness is regard to s 5: 
72 Parenthetically, a contrast belief 
in and denial of Jesus, 5:10. 
One itlho believes in Jesus God r s vri tness 
u,,_,,."",~-~.. ... , 5 :lOa. 
g2 One >fho refuses to believe God t s vritness makes 
God a liar, 5:10b. 
73 God's ~~tness to Jesus to us, 5:11. 
62 One has life 'tfho God's Son, 5:12. 
7l He has life lfho possesses C-od's Son, 5:12a. 
not have life Nho has not 
13 John closes his epistle a concludi.11g 
He 1'rr:i.tes that the believers might 
life :in God, 5:13-5:21. 
2l John vrr:Ltes generally of the assura..nce of 
should have, 5:13. 
5:12b.· 
of purpose: 
assurance of their 
ivhich the believer 
22 John v:rites specifj.cally of the confidences 1tlhich the believer 
has, 5:14-21. 
Jl The believer has confidence in Goclls besto-vials, 5:1/+-17. 
41 Our confidence in God is that He receive our requests, 
5 :ll~,l5. 
confidence vre have is thet :Lf 1:1e He hears, 5:14. 
52 The con:fldence vie have that if He hears, v.re have, 5:15. 
42 example, 1rre receive life for a sin.'1ing brother if vre 
ask of God, 5:16,17. 
51 John states thc:,t God 1trUl life to a brother 'ltrho 
commits non-,Jnorta.l sin if vm Him to, 5 :16a,l6b. 
61 One should ask God for the brother "ltllom he sees commit 
sin, 5:16a. 
\<Till give life to those >1ho commit non-mortal sin, 
5:16b. 
52 John thc:tt he is of non-,Jnorta.l sin, 
5:16c-17. 
61 can be mortal, for offers no instruction, 
5:16c,l6d. 
mortal, 5 :16c. 
72 One should not necessarily for 5:16d. 
62 But not all sin is mortal, 5:17. 
is properly sin, 5:17a. 
s vm:Lch is not mortal, 5:17b. 
30 
believer has confidence in his and belief, 5:18-21. 
T·Je live above the cla:Lus of sin, 5:18. 
51 1f'ie lmmrr that one 
sin, 5: 
is of does not commit 
one ;;..!ho is begotten of is protected from the evil 
61 The 
one, 5! 18c. 
by God, 
5:11:5b. 
one doesnrt touch 
5:18c. 
the one 
begotten 
1{2 We lmo't·r that 1•.re are related to God while the i•Iorld lies in 
the evil one, 5:19. 
1;3 ~·Je lmov1 the t:ru.th v·rhich came in Jesus can 
l:Lfe, 5:20,21. 
51 Positively, 'lrre knm·r that Jesus is the truth 't'rho gives us 
life, 5:20. 
v. 
readers are to 
5:21. 
A number of observations could be made 
the content of Epistle and its various d:i.vlsions. 
that 1<J:h:i. 
reference 
are 
reserved for the chapters. Only observations are 
necessary at th:l s po:Lnt. a study of the analysis, three 
nificant observations ction for the 
remainder of s the ba 
1. :.m a very 
a vocabulary of only a fe't'·T over t1t~o 
seventy are only once and some thirty-four ) , John 
of and 
depth of thought. use of synon;ymous ·Nords and is 
evident, as a,re a. contrasts. 
are fe'tr in The mood is descr:l.ptive, 
burden for confonnity upon the s rather than 
UJ:Jon the author 1 s 
2. One of the }Jllrposes of the :Ls 
the m.easure 
of conduct and John 
in order t (1:3). This 
s a poss:Lble of h:i.s or a 
of . He is that 
31 
examine the:ir o'ftm l:i ves the Ethic, 
:is careful not to the:tr condit:ton or 
profession. 
closely 
fil~st" are to test others, 
to s order that they 
C:~re :Ln contact 1rrlth life and truth (5 :13). 
the 
reference to 
This 
the 
to 
:l.s a.n 
VI. 
has 
of 
has been 
approac11 t.o 
>-!h:Lch the 
OJ:> j_ 
:in to 
f:Lrst, a 
in 
32 
of 
to 
OF 'l'HE 
OF 
a co:mruon error to see the the 
On t,he other one can become so acquainted 1'r.L th 
he no not:Lces it made up of 
so the or 
s contents, 
to notice the for 
the He to 
of 
ch to the in 
as means of 
a~uthor' s 
of the 
It 1r1as 
of a 
of phraseology 
of a 
·------
fjl 
.L • 
not suppose a Hooden 
c 
it seeks to cl:Lscover 
the he used 
he them. 
that John 
sub,ject 
into 
p. 41. 
I. 
of its scope, it is too 
detail. 
reference to 
OF \rJOH.D 
the of 
ca.bula.ry for a 1·rork 
ex.'laust:L vely and 
1:ras to the essence of 
crucial lj·rords and to li terar;,r 
techniques in the use of ·Nords. It i•Ja.s necessary to choose 
nately the 1vords 
number of times it 
unit. s 
t an article 
big brmvn chase a 
bore the major of co:m:munication. 
of a vjord not 
used, 
illustrated. A 
the statement 
rabbit up a green tree. 11 
the 
man sav,r a 
the sentence, the tion is that the 
35 
article 11a 11 occurs four the a.djective 11bigrr occurs three times, 
there are 
\:rords, is 
fact that uman 11 
to the 
the 
chase t up tree. n The jou::cnalist 
of his headline 
chase rabbit up tree. n 
th:Ls, it is clear that verbs 
the greatest functional value in 
unit. they the environment 
colors. None of these 
T'ne 
of 
convey 
involves 
he sm'l Has 11 dog 
central 
,just that i.e., 
nou..11s ordina.r:Lly have 
of a 
by descriptive and 
-vrords, are the nvrork-horses 11 of co:mraunica.t:Lon. The 
approach to an of Epistle s 
36 
therefore, is concerned the verbs and nouns 
This che.pter cons:Lders the 
the are used by the author. 
II. 
As th:i.s approach, in the 
Epistle rras isolated, of tline it occuxred.l 
This made possible a conteJ>.'tual study Nord all of its 
occurances. of a given vm.s restricted to the 
no comparisons made to its use in other NeH Testmnent 
litera:!:,ure. Out of th:i.s study of the vocabular;f came additional 
into the central purpose of the Epistle. 
'fhe results of the study of the vocabulary are 
a 1:rh:i.ch endeavors to po:L"I'lt up the thrust of John 1 s raessage. 
are not considered in alphabetical order, nor there any 
verse verse arrangement. of rema:i.nder of this 
chapter based on the relative importance of the -vrords to 
be included, according to logical criteria 
the selection of key vmrds. First, the nu.rnber of 
is h<:ts a certain value in its :importc:mce. Second, 
the essential service 1-Jhich 'l·rord gives in the 
helps to determine its mportance. 
lFor this phase of the "L·rork, Houlton Geden 1 s Concordance 
to the a deal of help .. 
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s into the purposes of the are 
provided by John's use of the i'\'ord te4Pw. This w-ord, occurs 
s. T,.;elve of these uses occur the introduction first 
Cycle of the the last one :Ln the conclusion.l At the 
outset, John h:ls rea. son for ·Nr:i. t:i..ng vm.s 
"our (i.e.,, h:Ls) joy may be made full (1:4). n2 Here alone verb 
is plural, :ts an editorial technique, althou,gh :lt 
could have vr:Lder reference an apostolic group. 
In other case, 11I occurs first person 
~ th d t • c "' II .t. II oy e a ~ve v_et.Y, unuo :'t"'U. 
occurances in tense, ere is en the aorist, 
v-rhich occurs in six usages. is no obvious reason for 
this, and probably no essential :Ls intended, except 
the conclusion, where a purpose of the is included., 
It tha.t John at his letter a.s it vie:.s 
the of transcription, end 
plated the letter as complete.'+ 
lFor references to va.r:i.ous sections of Epistle, 
is referred to the c Outli.ne II. 
quoted from the 
Verst on of the Bible. 
of John, 
are taken 
S:Lnce all quotations 
and verse references 
1'1ord under consideration is 
sequerrcly, in 
' 
can 
the 
first 
the 
of reasons for John 1 s "rr:Lting. There 
:i.s, first, the purpose he intended to acconplish by the letter, and, 
second, the of the of the letter. to 
seems to be tv,rofold. "I unto you 
ye not sin (2:l).u accomplish this, positively 
reiterated an old , :end he 
u concerning them v:ould you astray (2:26). 11 
purpose is to assur:e11ce 
Here 
grmnng cold 
John's purposes in 
on the basis of their position 
Therefore, states, 11 I 
a. your sins are 2:12. 
b. you 1mo1:J the truth, 
c. God's ,,Jord abides :i.n you, 2:14 .• 
d. you. ;:·rho is from the 
e. you 
f. you 
Father, 2:13. 
2:14.. 
to his I 
(5:13).ul 
because of the nature 
assurance of 
liv·es, as 
But Johi'1 
2 
1.mto you 
2:13,lh. 
g. you overcome the evil one, 2:13,14. 
John made it clear that he vras Christ,ia.ns, for he 
' 
on the ba s of their forgiveness. He 
reminded a.s of and victory. 
John 1 s relationship '-r'Lth the rec:i.pients of the stle 
~J  is rese:rved for consideration in 
of the two of intellection, 1'-v.:. ~""" 
v. 
• 
Com.menta.r;y on 
Johannine Epistles, p. 
the v:hicb. he He seven 
' each as TTAt c1~ ... , 
..-E.o..VftrKoc..._, 
The most of 
for nch:Lld.a It expresses of 
behreen 
are 
1'l'no are 
as 2 s a,postolic 
offic~, h:Lm to look upon all a.s 
children. that Hcts so old 
in children to other cha.racter:l 
clearly indicat:bre a 
ship, as is the (3:13). 
One John's concerns 
behavior of s readers. lJCtS the 
one 1·1ho WPLKS 
the (1 ·6·2·11 )11 . ' ...... __ l:i.ght 
(1:7).n One lih.o clajJ11S a under obligation 
to even as he (2:6) ., 11 The \'rord is obviously used 
refers to the conduct or of the 
Vincent, I\Jevr festament, p. 334. 
2George G. p. 179. 
A. p. 162. 
Vincent felt that to the 11habitual coursen of a man 1 s 
life .. l 
a,re forth. 
Three groups of 11ords of behavior attitude. 
The real.rn. of love seen realm 
of righteousness is set forth v:o rds clustering 
•·rhile .,.,d"nvw heads the realm of faith. 
If any one concept can be to dominc:.te the that 
concept 1 Th 7 / ove. e noun '?-'Lc..T!!J occurs more in this short 
Epistle than eny other book.2 
is used more s than any other verb in the Epistle. 
this in spite of the fa.ct ,,rord occurs in the 11belief11 
in of the nor do occur the 
introductory and concluding ssages. 
of ;.t. ... rr.{_w discovers that it an interest directed 
primarily to1>~ard one• s brother (2:10;3:10,14;l~:20,21;5:1), obviously 
a reference to other Christia11s, the 11 children of God (5:2) .. 11 
is streng'chened the suggestion n'irre should LOVE one 
another (3:11,23;4:7,11,12). 11 contrast, the bel:i.ever is not to 
d:i.rect this interest tm\"B,rd (2:15). is an 
active interest, since not to be fulfilled 11in (or) 
tong:ue, but in deed truth (3: 18). 11 
This erest :i.s not only horizontal, but 2J.so vertical, 
for men (4:10,11) and the believer has for God 
lV:incent, 2.1?.• c:i.t., p. 31Le. 
£2· cit., p. 173. 
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(le:lO,l9,20,21;5:1,2). The horizontal <:md of 
interest are mutually inclusive, in life of the since 
love for one t s and love for God cond:L tion other (4:20,21; 
5:1,2). 
love, then, involves good of 
others.ul is an 
' 
and not by ernotion.2 presence or of this 
interest one 1 s brother is a 
of 7) of 
clarification of nature of love is 
its thet 
of ) :is the source of 11 C'tOd is 
h:L s ne.t ure is of 
benevolence (3:1;4:9,10) to 
men. a man 
ts is not LGilE of in (4:12,16)' 
and (2:5;4:12,17,18). A man's 
to his 
needy (3 :17)' obedience 1 s cormnc:.nds (5: 3), and 
the absence of any interests, such as 
:15). 
is of ce, and 
:tts ultimate tn God. man 1 s case, it ma.de 
-------------------
1Carl }{. p. 231. 
' p. 133. 
to to be to as as 
In be One 
to of (3 
:refers to believers, as 
t.Tohnt s 
The 
' 
concern be for his 
(3:1?) or ).n a sin • 
line of is draNn 
his 
:14; 21) or he :ts a 
;3:10;4:20). is no 
as a raeasure of a man 1 s 
One of the 
i.s the 
:J.s the opposite 
exclusive. 
and to 
of love to,'lard 
As LOVE a 
destruct:L ve 
either or for, as 
be and he -:;rho has no love 
s the 
is a 
(2: 11) 11 
(3:15). any 
a liar (4:20). 
to be 
:Ln 
not 
have hate. 111 
' p. 332. 
of 
1 s obligation. 
to do are: 
a. the 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e, 
a contrast is 
and those 
are 
the 
2:17. 
2:29;3:7. 
to 3: 
s, 5 
to the concept 
much the 
are these 
(3: , 
(3 :~.). 
·~-he ' '" v. .e-vro A:z , 
is the embodiment of 's Specifically, there is an old/nel'r 
(2:7, is the to (3: 23)' 
and the to one 
has reference 
of the it is to 
this in"~tolves is 
are to be done (5 :2). 'I'hat they are 
be an active observance, or doing, The assurance 
follov.rs tha.t God r s are not ( '"·3" )• I• 
injunctions to the use 
of the verb ~· Five times, as noted above, the believer is 
ex.horted to KJ.crp his commandments. The verb in tvro other 
places. is said love perfected in one "t•iho KET';ps Godrs 
vrord (2: 5), it is noted one 1"Jl10 is born of secure, 
for the Son him (5:18). 1·rord of God the comrilandment s 
of God are in measure s;ynonymous. But ~-v'hen one keeps another, 
it is usually i!r:i.th a jealousy concern. 'rhus, the 
fs attitude God's s is not to ob se!"Ve 
them, but to do so scrupulously and ,jealously. Highteousness 
involves an ardent concern for an to ts prescribed 
life. 
In the of faith, the 
of is One in the Son of God 
(5:10) in the "name of the (3:23;5:13.) 11 It is 
to that Jesus both the (5 the of 
(5:5). is also the response to r s love for us 
(4:16) as he marrlfested it to us in Christ. 
Faith, hovvever, should be discr:Lmina.ting. One should be care-
ful not to every clamors for 
(4:1)' spirits are "lirorld. It even 
to reject faith, and to refuse to the "lir:itness of 
concerning To do so is to a (5:10). To 
then, is to in, or to affirm the of, 
the divine s to 1'rhich has the event of the 
of Christ. 
is used :Ln connection 1·rlth another concept of the 
The occurance the noun rr( 4"TIS comes in con.ju."YJ.ction 1>Jith 
another noun, -y{~':J. (5:4), 1·rh:i.ch only here in the 1irhole Ne1.-·i 
Testa'1lent. 11 The 
is accomplished 
in three areas. Certain ones had the e'""l'_l o·ne (2•13 JJ) 
- v. -· - ' ~ , 
also 
(5 :l~,5). orientation of is 
doctrina~. It :ls the 
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than of practice. This is concluded, first, the source 
of the victory, v:hich is faith, or true belief. is also 
the of those defeated. The 11 evil one11 is doctrinally 
and/or ethically as is r'the 'lt-rorld. 11 But teachers 11 
implies It of course, that ethical 
situations 1/1ere but, so, they t·rere grounded upon 
Ep:Lstle 
abound to all three persons of the trinity. rel-
ftmct:Lons are clearly set forth. Although the 
text (5:7 in the Authorized clearly 
't even of the 
there is obv:Lous allusion elsevrhere to of 
three persons of the 
most frequently nmm in :is e f: .!s, 1·Ihich 
occurs some s:lz .. -ty-tvro times. is of to note the 
of its use 1'r1th:ln the once Chapter 
One, thrice :i.n Three, tvrenty-nine 
s in C'napter Five. 
to the inductive beside a in 
the introduction and six :in the conclusion, is used three 
in C:"y-cle I, eighteen times in Cycle II, and 
C;;rcle III. 
occurs most often the case, and frequently 
refers to 
from constructs 11 Son of (3:8;4:15;5:5,10,12,13,20) 11 
the nspirit of (4 •? )' II .. ;o.., • are said to be 11 children 
(3 :1,2,10;5 :2) .n is by virtue of their been 
11 begotten OF GOD (3 :9;4.:7;5 :1,4,18). 11 s is also the background 
of the s that he, or vre are (3:10;4:1,2,3,4,6; 
5: II • 
of GOD'S beneficence in such 
as n1ove is OF s ru1d attributes are 
in of 11 love of 
:lie), 11 the 
done. 
a.re 
sent 
is 
he 
' 
can be 
(2:17), 11 
use God :Ls and he 
(1:5)n and is (4: 
the 
are one and same 
's 
has 
vrhich he 
(3:20). 
men (l~: ll, 16), 
men (5:11). 
in men (L~:12,15,16). Of a)~ 
(5:10) to man. 
object of man's (4:6,7, 
' 
and 
be object of man's love (4:10, he be 
object of s (4:12). responsible for 
(5:10) done so, rnay 
st1e 
Of the persons it :Ls v.11o appears 
in of 
are the Father. He is 
to be HSON (3: 4:15 ;5 :5' 
to SON (1:3,7;3:23;4:9,10;5:9,11, !I . 
SON (2: er, the 
SON ;5:20). 
John of the 
m2.n 
Jesus is the ( ')•2?·t:;· ?.;.... ~ .... ,./. and name 
is to the of the 
•4•? l'·t:;•h ', . .,_,_),/ v, ) . or of 
,Jesus as the made true 
and 
by of 
h:tm and erroneous 
to the (h: 11 to see come 
God. true of God 
(5:6, of to 
(3 :24;4:13). 
to that of rra..Tft_. It is 
the N:bo sent the had eternally 
(1:2). The such not only to but 
also to have love (3 :1). The believer, 
the ), can fellovrshi p 
(1:3), and can and (2: 
~~/hen one the can make no to po of the 
for 
The 
head been observed in connection 
(2: 23). 
the ... e , OL ~· 
verbs 1~rere inCidenta,lly 
upon relationship. The logically prior, 
vrord the vi vrord of 
is i-~-vw. 
reference states of 
God. is as Jesus :Ls 
described :Ln relationship to 
(5: l! of these occurances, 
' 
J3ECli.IT in the perfect tense, 
one has by God and 1 s child.l He is 
of as having been of God. 11 
of the one BEC-GT'fEl'T is set forth by the verb, 
falls of the believer's In 
the of he does (2:29) 
not sin (3:9;5 In the realm of love, he loves (L;-:7;5:1), 
and in o·'? he believes :Ls 
(5:1) and overcomes -vrorld (5: 4). 
f11i '! .,. .., • 1 t kh 
.. ne vero r:ev...:> J_s cr1lCJ.a o ·._,_ e of ·the believer t s 
relat:Lonship to It 
and is equally v:Ltal to the message. It be that 
is in the of -vrhich L-OVING is 
active It a continual 
defined b:v as 11 ex:i.stence in God ••• union made 
and secure. n2 
lHestcott, o'P. c:it., p. 107. 
- --
2Findlay, .2.2. c:i t. , p. llt-7. 
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concept of s the 
bet1".!een C-bd and believer, v:herein he ABIDES 
in God (4:13,15,16). 11 se a.re 
the believer include of God (2:14), the love of (3:17), 
and of God (2:27). The believer is to ABIDE in the 
(2:27,28; 
4.:16)' (2: 
activit:l.es vJh:Lch the 
one 1~Jho :in God are listed: 
a. to he 2:6. 
b. to love the brothers, 2:10;4 
c. to 1 s 2:17. 
d. to refuse to sin, 3:6. 
e. to 3:24. 
f. to L~.:l5. 
There is assurance a·v-cJ..:llable to the that he 
:i.n God. Such assurance is to h:iJn the God (3 :2l,.; 
4:13). 
Out of the believer's relationship God accrue certain 
ru1d blessings. A group of 1·rords, 
€~""·' set s to 1:-mich the believer is heir. 
of ez~ shovrs a number of 
persons can should or don't In one case, the 
unregenerate is depicted as one 1•f.r1o not HAVE the father (2:23). 
The liar he does not sin (1:8), the 
truly does not :15). One negative 
s a does not need that one 
hjJrr (2: 27). 
the posit:Lve po of the believer 
50 
relationship to He the (2:23;5:12) and the 
(5:12), the of :is an the 
:Ln the event of s:in :1). This is 
fello;trshi pn i>'i th God ( 1: 3 , 6, 7) • 
The more impersonal possessions of the 
the of relationship to God, include 
(3:15;5:13) an anointing (2:20). factors 
in judgment (2:28;l1.:17;5:11J.) to 
hope (3:3). 
the sign:i.f:icant of the believer is 
J:..i.. This includes 
The construct 11to is 
notes that 1:rc.s quite of usage of w:ith a 
substantive to of a 2 . 
o.f the can be discovered an 
of its usa.ges. The of LIFE (1:1), 11 or the 
of the of ~1"'·11 (1· 2) .rL.t;.; • -- * 
Further, .to man could possess 
o.f (2:25). In ful.f:illment of the 
God in 
' 
conditioned upon 
:12). c..Tohn 1 s ::10re a but a 
of to to those 1·rho 
believe in 
is c1 contrast 
lv:tn~el_,+ . o•·). c·: t n '?59 
--·- _u' ....J;,.. .....:.'::.-..•' !;- • "- • 
.91?.· ' p. 8. 
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and into out of (3:14). 
s :Ls 
and DEATH are 
and 
clear in DEATH to love, or 
is 
lent 
other is s l10Ut'1 
only four the seven 
but it :Ls cruct<:tl to of Jo1~ 1 s message 
and one of s purpose. 
of the oc :t s IIltVIFJG 
verb form. 
is from a mecJ:ls 
If COTII''lOll to persons vrho are 
:Lt 
"" ··1 "'.terec,,+ .1 e. COuu110l1 -.-t~ ~v
is to al overtones of 
It t 
h:l.s 
us ambiguous 
the 
the 
to IS 
-----·-
p. 6. 
' p. 
of neHs from s 
is e:x:pre are nou 
to of~. 
fron1 It 
refer to a (2:7) or to of t s 
ClS a concept, for one c,:m have 
the 
for 
is 
., 
J.. 
up person of 
to men 
(1: ]1~). 
it 'ltias 
of •>il:B.t has been seen In 
it :is l1CLS or 
(5 :7' • In concerns • 
noun OCC1ll~S verse 5: and 
co111pares s 
concept to of :Ls the 
TRUTH :i..s 
cmd not 
to be bu·t ·l~o +.o ·!,e done (1 •• , • , <:· •• · v _ _ _ 
s 
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All is error :21) 
of all 
:Ls to be 11of the TRUTH (3 :19). 11 
related to one not (1: 
2:l1.). 11 of God is the (4:6;5:7). 
believer's love :Ls to be but 
' 
in (3 
of truth, the 
even God, aTe the forces of error 
and ev:il. he 1ias 
teaching, and 
and and fa~ se. A 
ev:U and opposition to God proves to e. full 
comprehension o:f the of the 
influence the believer are cata-
gorized into to believer, 
pressure upon frmn thout. :in the 
.1- ~ I 
concepu 01 lcS.~~oJ. 
are under the 
A of the noun 1~0'0",}!-o.S yields the ob that it 
have one of severa~ :L'1 a conte:;d. Four 
different concepts of de-veloped more in 
content. 
'l1he of :Ls ra.ce, for l·1l:10se s:i.ns 
the (2:2), and thus for Nho:11 
to the 
of the 
:is 
([j.:J.h). 
as the 
of ant:i.christ (1+:3). It 
his (l;.: 9), 
after the of God's 
faJ~se 
also 
in 
yet :is 
of human s of 
s (4:1) by the spirit 
this sphere, hovrever, that 
conduct th~nselves 
The can also refer to men v1ho are outside 
the influence of God, 
to 
(3 :13). 
are 
of 
group 
ungodly. 
(3 :1), but 
by the 
refuses 
feels hatred 
of anti-
christ (l:.:4.) :ts said to lie one (5:19). 
s to each 
other 
can refer to earthly, concerns. Th:ts 
not to be vaJ.ued believers (2:15), for it opposes the 
love of as the vaJ.ue of life (2:15,16). 
should be 
(2 :17). 
comparison to C10d, for it :is 
the eternal orientation looks above 
beyond concer-ns 
Robertson believes that, 
1vas epi tornized 
and threat, confronting 
lives.l 
, t,URLD has 
values (5 :4,5). 
s con.'1otation 
thus constituting a 
in 
four It may refer 
to the race as an org<.mic ic·lhole, or to the of 
55 
race is to God. It can mean the of 
human or the material of values those 1iih0 
are to th:Ls the o.P each of 
concepts, more frequently, is pictured as 
to and practice. 
le evil influences. to both 
noun 
is used only four of three verses (3:8-10). 
It the D1WIL 1::ho sins from very (3: ; 
one sins of the (3: and a child of the (3:10). 
the Son of as his purpose of 11 the 
of (3: II . 
The more distributed for this creature of evil 
is an ect:Lve used substantively. Jn one ca,se, 
.from ·those of his (3 :12)' 
all other cases, the vmrd 
refers to H the personil':Lcat:Lon of iniquity. 
his nature from the one (3:12), and the 1-·rorld of 
ungodly men lies (5:19). he touch (5:1S), 
overcome (2 
evil force or influence ch describes is 
nature of this concept is vague. It 
vrhich John was concerned. 
It 1•:-cts rumored the but false 
teachers -vrere 
(2 ' . I1lS of Je e:nd, 
56 
of as uell (2: ) . a non-confessor of 
Jesus of the essence of 
title is constructed. 
~'to's. on the cc,se its 
or ":Lnstead of' II In this ce,se, ~· 
can be 
n1 
' 
" -
11 he 
not the one vrho CLS a. 
ss:Lon of 
s to ("'. s .G. , 
to , and the 
upon 
of ss, love, 
are 
not pmmrs _, but 
scloses 
the nou.11 
II is :l.s sn:r (5:17).u 
the , c.nd no man cen 
and 
SIN the 
' p. 70. 
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to 
for ' ;4:10). 
l1[{ffie (1:9;2 :12), and 1nen (1:7). 
tion and c1eans:l.ng :i.s of 
(1:9). is 
one (3 :9). 
11
·u.tJ.to death 11 
SIN to 
of of 
of a. of 
:Lts from the out of 
it 
verb assurnes the of SIN as a or 
of fro::n. t'10d for made 
Christ. It (3: II • 
lmo-vm nor seen :6). 
:is .ttl 
it error to one 
is to (2:1)' 
made ce..se he shou.ld SIN (2: de-
that one 1-J'no is of not 
SJJJ (3 : 6, 9; 5 : ter·ms of 
habit of the be1:Lever, the the 
than :L11 2n a.bsolute sense.2 
op. • , p. 30. 
£2· cit.' p. 
most •:rhtch 
of !.J.s. source of for 11God is LIGHT (1:5) .u God 
(1:7), 11 rnEcle to man 
(2: It is for man to as :Ln 
other nwn can 
Hhich are bmmd up the nature God. 
contrast the 
of God totally (1: 5). 
as a of the 
s 
end 
the excludes ('). 9\ t-. ) . one 
heJ:.es is 
attr:Lbuted to 
and to believers. nature 
by the 
of is 
of splendor; intellectually, of trclth; of nl 
1-rord \vhich added the· Epistle is 
nmm i:(;J:i.. used conjunction th the 
is used both absolutely 
and John s is 
the of eternity (1:1), thus 
of the believers knevr 
s eternal person '\.<Tho vias FIIDJ.'[ the (2:13,14). 
li:iestcott, _q.:L t. , p. 16. 
de-vil. Of the 
(3: it 
' 
men, reference 
They are 
' 
relat:lve 
:i.s said 
from the 
made to the 
of the message 
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is used of men and of 
he 11 sins the 
career o.s the nl Of' 
of 
BlliiNNING 
(3 :11)' of' an old (2:7). 
They are to let me they 
:in 
One is the verb 
a of tvm and 
:is, therefore, to say the saJne about 
someone J.s, short, to th 
c>_,nother. 
To to COI'JFf£-SS is J.n to 
"r:i.th God pronourwe-ment s. are of natures. The 
first :ls fact one s].ns, 
(1: The second has to 
be 11 profess" rather than 11 One 1·lr1o 
the Son has a clajm on the :23). One the 
truth v1ill CONFESS that Jesus :i.s of God (h:l5) that 
he has come the flesh (l~:2 ,3). 
This approach to the of the 
son, op. ~·, \TI, 223. 
c:L t . , p • 4l!.6 • 
of the "'dords an 
to a number of observa.tions. 
that tTolm used a of 
:i.s depicted as totally in 
neutra1ity bet·vreen them, nor 
other. of 
cruc:lal Pairs vrh:Lch picttlre 
of these is 
his 
among 
contrast. 
has 
:Ls 
to unbelief. is no 
of one the 
s contrast, there are 
of the 
and ha.s no 
in his life. is a. sure of unbelief. e second 
from 
rea]Jn totally 
The third 
as 
no 
:not 
has 
contra.st; 
has and 
impossible possess one 
vrays of 
believes has 
possesses 
tHo are 
and darkness. One 
or he in 
factors, love, life, 
One 1-:ho does not 
• one \•rho 
three go together. 
the other 
is 
if 
observat:i.on from s study is that a cor-
shol'm sections Qiscovered in the 
inductive s. IS concerns lmre to center 
ss, lo~te, and f.:d th. In the study, as 
seen. For upon these realms has 
60 
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are to these 
had proper relat-
to 11p to :Ln of 
A fj_nal is t as ClS :ts, 
rtms the 
• 
and 
the oi~ FLth the 
and th Hh~Lch A 
much n1ore 
a 
uere not s • 

termed false 
110 
IE 
for the purpose of 
produced for value, 
for more 
three purposes. 
and 
.,.. 
.!... 
as a means to an as an 
to the on 
1·:ith his to 
from the that there ·Here 
:26). 
tuted an 
to of assurance of 
}JO of 
of as a, of fron the 
process, of deductj_on, 
as process of from the to the 
or from the Ill . 
of 
of 
a th the 
of 
to a of 
In the 
to 
of 
be 
To be deductive, assllJlle a cu-
endeavor be to 
the In the 
the 
of order to to the 
teachings to • .!. ~J1lSU vras in the 
n. 215. 
p. I-1. 
.. Tohn 
a of 
and 
'r!l8.S state-
s for the 
of 
that the for a group of a 
to be local, and since a certain 
rea.der seems evidence.l the 
to have specific of a 
in 
The of the is cur-
tailed, for the principles are of general appl:l.cat:i.on, and 
the relevance :Ls 11not locaJ., moreJ.. 113 H:isdom of 
John :i.s 
interest 
John 
lc. H. 
that he have been local 
of A direct refutation of 
the but by 
is substantially the common church, 
catholic 
:is 
A 
\·Jestcott, 
ill•, p .. 
4 
• to the 
there direct reference 
p. xx:L 
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to teaching :iJ1 a the pre-
sunnoses 
"'_.! •• 
d:trected 
as -vrell as the 
to corrupt true 
\'!as not certc-!in of actuality of a 
act:Lon of 
fctlse tea.che:r")s ••• is .l 
g:Lven clearest o.f the 
1rh:Lch at least, of the church 1'ia.s 
If the traditional the of 
to 
:Ln 1·muld have more concretely 
of ~chts John 
' 
of the it 
:i.s 
2 
. erroneous 
are :in no detract 
doctr:inal instruction .for 
ird. stle. 
This the nature se of 
------------
son, 
p. 200. 
th :Ls 
forms 
of error •·rL 
a 
Is for 
the erroneous upon the 
Of? 
is direct reference in the 
but a 
measure them 
on s of 
.2.E· cit.' p. 98. 
them. 
to Hestcott. 
·Here leaders 
Another of 
out 
the 
vrere 
of others.,l 
r s des:L'STiat:tons 
to others 
s, ou.t-vra:rdly, 
this group ua.s 11 
(4:1) . 11 The ex.horta:tion to believers is that should 
carefuJ_ly test the teaching of' 1·iho cla:i.m or ev:Ldence 
since there is the po as as of true inspi-
ration (L~o: 6). test :Ls confession of 
corrre in the flesh (4:3). of observation IS 
of Hprophet 11 for these faJ.se ones, since 1·ms a recognized 
to assume, 
that 
and 
in the church. 
false 
held positions of 
is 
of the church, 
2 
. to 
explain the seriousness of the situation, since the church members 
vrould strong questj_ons 
leaders. 
Another source of doubt 
fact that the fa~se teachers 
success the 
vJorld (4.:5), 
of 
a 
thenselves could cla:L'n. 
the defection of some of 
come to the Ghr:ist,:tans in the 
a certain amount of 
doctrines. had a 
than that the 
As sparce as direct references to the existence of these 
tea.chers are, the seriousness of the s:i.tuat:i.on confront:Lng 
lwestcott, .?P· c:Lt., p. 79. 
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the church the 
absolute ty of the d:Lstin 
the seem to 
mm 
to truth, 
Ln relative 
to the direct to seem to have 
been common the fall into the tVJo 
of doctrine and 
content o.f the 
The are and are stated in 
the of denials. ~· - .1. .1.l.rSu 
the :22). of sus, nor it a 
the 
' 
a refusal to identification 
of the tvro as one person. It in vrorcls, a 
of the of the divine 
nature of one 
hmnan and the other second of confession 
that Jesus :Ls of God (5:6), seems to the same 
denial the fact that ha,s come 
s the identity 
of one person Christ, but to hold to 
in a actual 
The ethical cla:1m.s came from the same source. It is not tNo, 
but one group of of as 
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2.s their doctrinal errors vrere 
cl<:dm.s vrere made by precept, but J as by 
and by to of the 
cla:tns. ha.s that one vho vrha;t these teachers 
cla.:L'lled has n contracted a mora.l debt of f:Lca.nce. 11 
He comp2.re his conduct reality-in-life of Chr:i..st.l 
claims are a.re of a ethical 
nature, in the of love. 
afflicted 1·rLth any attitude of for :Ln 
of the clajJns the fon}l :i.s: if 
'l:Ie err (1:6,S,l0). 
:i.s to fellm·rship v·rLth God 1·Jh:Lle one actually 
(1:6). Involved in s 1·ras a false 
and moral conduct. 2 Second 
is the claim thct one no sin (1: S). In this claim is the 
of 1-rhether or not c:.ctual acts of s:Ln have occurred, 
the :Ls free from the po'l:rer of sin.3 third sLm:ilar 
to the second, is the that one has not conu1l.i.tted (1:10). 
This is a fact of accou ... '1tab:Ll:Lty. 110ne 
deny ll practically 
that he has :Ls :Ln the of God a condanned man. 11h 
Refusal to do this the tence. 
.212• cit., p. 13. 
' p. 17. 
G. Eternal, p. 107. 
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claims are coordinate, are 
the order of their ser:i.ousness.l claim to fellovrship thout 
vralking in is an (1:6). 
to solute :is actually 
1·rorse an overt untruth. cla:i.m to 
of 1Jhat 
to :10). 
t of is 
te to God 1 s ::md the 
one ·vrho to meet this st.omdard qualifies for as a 
liar. 1vhom he to knovr 
in cla.i.m. 11 2 
the love. One 
to 1r1alk in the of s 
(2:9). rnore the to love ntad.e t:rh:il e 
one s a :20). 
tho of ethics of 
f:i.nal test of s ••• ·the 
of tl1e is :Lncluded 
use of the 
-· 
inference these 
223. 
2p,,oolre 
..LJ... .. "},. ' cit.' p .. 32 • 
.91-.t .• , p. 32S. 
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to \'Jere above 
the 
of the cases.l 
to fa-Lth) to knovr 
:Ls not of the tru.th can he 
) nor :t s he from :3). of 
No one from 
of ts to of or 
of 
reaLn of profem:::ton of a 
in 
sinned, 1·rtthout 
(3: 
is 3:10. t:Tb.o sins :is ou_t of 
no from 
the 
the more the of love, these 
to 
a. (3 :15). 
and it inconceivable that could h2ve :In 
is that one es 
love brother could not be from (3: 10). 
' p. 100. 
to 
to 
are 
in the 
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of the 
as much as a 
o.f 
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the end of the first 
as a collect:L ve 
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,:Lt 
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o.f .f<=lse 
and ab 
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at e. 
id'C.S to 
son the historic form.s of 
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to this and other 
is of' church 
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appears 
sei-ves 
s.2 
tenets of 
es. 
cer!:;ainty Gnostic:Lsn.1 as 
the t:i111e of 's 
, p. xv:Lii. 
3Brooke, 
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can safely be is that the tlcolli1ect:i.on of the 
vrith Gnostic :i.s quite ul • 
the of the 
a movement vms relig:i.ons to'~tiard purer 
more reasonable forrns of devotees of movement 
patronized the 
ones. of the cont81:1porar;r cults and vrere rationalized 
structures. 2 
of rat:i.on<:Llization often occurred the 
context of belief. of the devotees of respectable 
form of been associated Christianity, and their 
true nature not known for some reason from the 
ranks (cf. 2:19). threat of teachers lras not so 
a in competition th Christianity as it vias a splinter 
group o.f rlQhrist:J.ans.ll \'{estcott f S Hords, fi'Ehe 
nists ••• (vrere) not mere unbelievers, but those 1·i'1o, Chrtst:L-
an:i. ty, fa.shion ( ed) into a shape of their ovm. 113 
The purpose method of the false teachers vra.s to transform 
by its to a mystical 
endeavored to supercede belief, love, holiness, and 
God 
and all its ramifications. The 11 of these 
, p. 
3r,,.res+ cot·~ • o·"' c"t ··J 11 ..., 
'I .. v v , ~. _..::_..,. ' 1::- • i-J 0 
21?.· ' p. 43. 
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cs from mass of the of 1 • 
The of the teachers. all stemrned from 
a ra,dj~ cal chla]_i srn the N-orld, t 
SOLU and light and good and and life 
n2 the . 
"\·!8.8 evil, the of the 
' 
the of rc:tional 
of :i.n the .3 He vras 
a bod~.,r .lt-
But the of the man could be 
liberated :i.ni tiatton into cult, 
c of .5 The of 
be 
cla:L'11 to a 
of the only to the 
of the church and of ever age 7 
In rea.l:i:t. y, knovrledge of the w1kno1rm God out to be no 
more the of s 
---------
lJonas, 212.· cit., ]) . 206. 
2rbtd., • 31. 
3Dodd, cit., p. 
1~.-Jonas, cit., }). 20h. 
loc. c:Lt. 
6 Jonas, op. £;Lt., p. 4l~e 
7Gharles 
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. st. p. 112 • 
B Jonas, cit.' p. 
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on the 
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T·rhom. he 
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th.i s felse idea.. 
had 
of 
upon vihom carne 
at t:i'ne before the 
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It 1:ras 
of mi. He had no pm·;er to 
of of clarimess he 
as .5 
e of 
are one 
s.nd seems to ha.ve ven 
the blood :6). 
' 
' p. 
' p. 
' pp. 
the one vrho came (ch.:) the 
blood. c~:nne upon 
at the of to 
time of his 11 But is 
the one person C!.?J1le 
a.nd the and 1·ra.s not 
as Hestcott that 
1 s person the 
as a do 1 • otrc the vThole 
1 It a of 
of the ft:;.lse to be in error 
hed an ch 
needed to 
had access ·f:;o of 
st s 
to an experienced 
be no reason for c:t to 
creed s to an 
s to dualistic srn.2 
and as 
a f2lse vievr of 
of in 
cott, 
' p. 
p. 17L~. 
no respon of 
1 and 
be have 
therrrsel ve s aboye 
of the morctl 3 • 
no 
1 s time either forms of th'1·-
and had 
a sense of love and 
to John 1 s 
the 
to code 
ss .•• 
and of 
to others of 
love. It vJas more an error 
6 
p. 
22l~. 
4Brooke, ' p. 4.8. 
' pp. 36f. 
other than or 
ma.n could ne~rer 
the loves 
, but , and 
is (4:21;5:3) and for his 21). 
In 
to 
of 
teachers. It ha.s 
seen 
error as 
the false 
in 
been 
Orthodoxy 
to 
do 
found 
fotmd to be 
ed the 
'lrras a 
' p. 61~ • 
• c:it., p. 
erroneous 
the 
to be correct, 
the ru..n upon 
of 
both 
(2:27;3: 
c heresies.n4 It 
the forms of 
of 
and 
common. v:i.€1:1 an 
nornian of conduct, of s. 
contmon prac-
in his First the -v-lerr of 
true the of 
vig.!I of John set virtue of 
had a 
say about the 1 He vievred 
errors from of hoi·J 
have been to 
:ln to 
to erroneous 
full 0 of that 
2: 
6. 
i'!ere also to ethics, 
in the 
to of God 1 s 
that 
a. 1:6. 
b. 
c. l:S. 
d. make :10. 
e. practice la',crlessness, 3:4. 
f. a~ce no-t:, of C-od., 3:10. 
g. have 3:6. 
h. have 1: 
fell short of the 
virtue of love, exclusive and 
of otl1e1-..s. they: 
a .• 
b. 
c. 
s, 3:17. 
e. 
f. 
g. not 
h. ha.ve not li 
of the s realm 
aff:Lnns once more that it is the 
same both the 
the errors. or to 
is 
receive nor 
TRUE 
It been the 
the 
it to 
the v!h:Lch vrhere it 
s :ln the of 
there of 
r s method :is to 
of 
more them 
s out error it th the 
conce:r·ns of 
life vrJ.t,h 
cmd 
of the false 
gr-oup not 
to th:Ls the 
rrtc1n~1 of the 
up a.s of 4 
vrere ven assurance of 
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' p. 
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to 
a 
at 
to of 
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v::Lth a number of s 'tiho 1-1as the 
even from the :1). 
aeon or ema-
the 
even (1:1,3). 
te u:Ltnesses to the 
t,he blood, ). 
s 
events: 
\'r:Ltness of the 1 three 
s of SDme 
n He also that three of these 
ovm s:Lnce he at the 
(5:11). 
of 
the 
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cit., p. 
only one of the 
the upper room 
2 
at the same 
that such a 
the 
no 
there was no :i.n 
the hurrr<:m (3:5). 's 
(1:7;3:16), the 
had to or 
to 
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readers that 
(2 :2h)' the 
errors could not 
to vlas 
(2:7 ,8). 
them all :27), 
no need of any 
error vm.s their of 
conduct, a 
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have to 
a to 
(2: not 
' 21'7. 
' p. '79. 
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seek: 
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passages as 4:21, in 's :Ls declared to be 
for one's t;o do to love 
one's in 3:10. 
IS for~ tl1e to 
Gnostics all counted 
circle11 of to 
fello1·Tship (1:3). 
s is more 1:7, Hhere 
:L t :Ls se.:Ld thst one the the cs 
s. 
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Gnostic 
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:ln error. He s up the 
truth (3:2) ,:md that 
in God (3: , even as s in then (h:20), 
t:lon to the Gnostic of the same 
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John the 
the per::::~on (2: 10). Gnostic 
have seen in or no 
man has ever seen true to 
be :Ln 
to have 
John that it is Nho have overcome 
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claim of the 
to person had of 
~Tohn r s the stance of 
e content of tl-e 
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